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ALTERED FINGERPRINTS 11PM Anti Fingerprint Coating Makes Fingerprints
has developed a novel anti-fingerprint nano-coating. The anti-fingerprint effect means that fingerprints on the surface cannot be seen at all by the naked eye, or only very slightly. Although the fingerprint is actually on the surface, it is essentially “invisible“. Principle The AFP effect is realized by applying a nano-coating to reduce the optical contrast of fingerprints.
ANTI-FINGERPRINT COATING MAKES FINGERPRINTS INVISIBLE
Anti-fingerprint coating makes fingerprints invisible Author: Fraunhofer IFAM Subject: The Fraunhofer IFAM has developed a novel anti-fingerprint nano-coating. The anti-fingerprint effect means that fingerprints on the surface cannot be seen at all by the naked eye, or only very slightly. Although the fingerprint is actually on the surface, it ...
Anti-fingerprint coating makes fingerprints invisible
NEW YORK, Nov. 8, 2019 – MetaShield, an advanced materials company, announced today the launch of NANOPRINT, an anti-fingerprint nanotechnology-based coating which reduces the appearance of fingerprints and smudges by as much as 70 percent on a variety of consumer and commercial products.
MetaShield Launches NANOPRINT Anti-Fingerprint Coating ...
Rimex now has the ability to apply CernoTex™ – a ceramic, nanocoated, anti-fingerprint film which greatly enhances the aesthetic quality of the product by significantly reducing the adhesion of fingerprints and markings on stainless steel sheets. It is also extremely easy to clean any dirt that does appear over time. With CernoTex AFP Coating
Anti-Fingerprint Coating - Rimex Metals
Fingerprint+Coating+Makes+Fingerprints+Invisible nan o-coating. The anti-fingerprint effect means that fingerprints on the surface cannot be seen at all by the naked eye, or only very slightly. Although the fingerprint is actually on the surface, it is essentially “invisible“. Principle The AFP effect is realized by applying a nano-coating ...
Free Read and Download
Aculon's® anti fingerprint coatings and treatments significantly increase the hiding power and ease of cleaning of various substrates, including metal with roughening or texture. In addition these coatings are ultra thin (nanoscale), optically clear and quite durable. There are numerous performance advantages to having an anti fingerprint surface on countless applications. Want to learn more? Reach out to us at +1-858-350-9499 or
contact us here to see how we can help!
Anti Fingerprint Surface Coatings & Treatments | Eliminate ...
In anti-fingerprint or oil and water repellent coatings, the surface tension on the substrate is reduced by using novel perfluoropolyether (PFPE) molecules coating the glass or other substrate. Since PFPE has very low surface contact area, when it coats on substrate, it can greatly reduce the surface contact area of that substrate and thus make it hydrophobic and oleophobic.
Anti-Fingerprint Tablet Screen Coatings - Estone Technology
Anti-Fingerprint Coating - AGC Chemicals Europe SURECO™ AF Series is a surface coating agent containing a fluorinated polyether. Excellent water and oil repellency, as well as anti-fouling properties, are achieved without altering the appearance, by forming a thin monomolecular layer on a surface such as glass.
Anti-Fingerprint Coating - AGC Chemicals Europe
Anti- Fingerprinting Coating “THE SOURCE” for a variety of textures, surface treatments, and finishes which represent only the best-in-class products sales@mirrormetals.com | (805) 981-2177
Anti-Fingerprinting Coating - Mirror Metals
An anti-fingerprint screen protector is a sheet of transparent material that limits scratches to a screen and also resists smudging and fingerprints. For devices with touch screens or small screens that are likely to be handled, like that of a cell phone, the anti-fingerprint protection can keep the screen cleaner and clearer.
What Is an Anti-Fingerprint Screen Protector? (with picture)
“Most anti-fingerprint solutions utilized today are coatings that, because of their limited ability to change surface properties, only make it easier to clean fingerprints from a surface – not diminish the appearance of a fingerprint from a surface,” said Miguel Galvez, CEO at NBD Nano.
NBD Nano Introduces Breakthrough Coating Solution that ...
Step forward Optical Coating Technologies and the latest coating from our range of thin film high performance coatings. Our Fingerprint Friendly coating is applied by us on to plastic and metal surfaces. For plastics we can apply the coating on top of our abrasion resistant coating, this giving you a hard coat and fingerprint easy clean.
Fingerprint Friendly Coating
Anti-fingerprint coating is a nano technology which provides long lasting protection for stainless steel. Anti-fingerprint coating protects stainless steel from water, dust, oil and fingerprints which makes stainless steel easy to clean. Anti fingerprint has become one of the most Inquired and demanded coatings on various stainless steel finishes because it enhances the surface hardness.
Anti-fingerprint nano surface coating for stainless steel
With the application of Nano anti-fingerprint coating (AFP), the surface hardness of stainless steel is increased. Ease of maintenance: Solves the problems of fingerprints on Stainless Steel; ease of maintenance can be accomplished with use of a clean cotton towel or cloth, and light detergent, such as Windex.
Anti Fingerprint Coating - Royal Decor Steel Inc.
Modern smartphones feature an oleophobic (oil-repellent) coating that protects the screen, improves smoothness, and reduces fingerprints. This coating consists of a thin layer of fluoropolymer-based solids (similar to Teflon) that is bonded to the glass.
How to Restore or Apply an Oleophobic Coating - iFixit ...
coating acrylate acrylates component Prior art date 2001-09-11 Legal status (The legal status is an assumption and is not a legal conclusion. Google has not performed a legal analysis and makes no representation as to the accuracy of the status listed.) Active Application number US10/796,681 Other versions US20040225039A1 (en Inventor Karsten ...
US7816434B2 - UV-curing anti-fingerprinting coatings ...
With the appropriate vacuum deposited adhesion layer an oleophobic or anti-fingerprint coating can essentially be applied to any polymer or glass based substrate. Typically the treatment is being utilized on Polycarbonate, PMMA, and thin (?0.5mm thick) chemically strengthened glass.
Anti-fingerprint Coating Applications for Automotive ...
—Anti-Fingerprint:Unique hydrophobic and oleophobic coating processing makes fingerprints, oils, water or dust not easy to stay on the surface and easy to clean. —High sensitive touch :surface with special chemical treatment with nano coating, so the protector has no influence on screen touch sensitivity and high response.
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